
The world is experiencing a computer chip shortage due to

a perfect storm of problems including a global pandemic, a

trade war, fires, drought and snowstorms. It has coincided

with a period of soaring, unprecedented demand – in

January alone, chip sales reached a record $40 billion. Chips

are now in everything from watches to fridges and your car

probably has several dozen. Manufacturers simply can’t

produce them fast enough.

What is causing the shortages?

The covid-19 pandemic caused an initial slump in car sales

of up to 50 per cent, because few people were travelling

anywhere and confidence in the economy was low. Car

companies reacted by slimming down manufacturing and

reducing orders for parts. This included huge numbers of

computer chips, because modern cars contain dozens of

them to control everything from braking to steering and

engine management. According to research firm IHS

Markit, 672,000 fewer vehicles than usual will have been

made in the first quarter of 2021 as a result.

At the same time, there was a rush for home office items

like laptops and smartphones, vital because many people

transitioned to working from home. There was a similar

rush for games consoles, so that people had something to

do to keep their minds off the global pandemic.

The big factories supplying manufacturers switched from

making car components to smartphone, laptop and tablet

chips instead. In fact, production is going stronger than ever

in terms of total sales, and the problem is as much about

demand as supply. The Semiconductor Industry Association

(SIA) says that chip sales in January 2021 hit $40 billion,

which is up 13.2 per cent on the same month last year.

Now car sales have picked up again and the result is that

companies across several industries are fighting to get

priority in factory order books.

Was there any backup stock of computer chips?

Many companies operate with low stock levels to keep costs

down and are now rushing to replenish supplies. Supply

chains are stressed or broken and nobody knows what to

expect. One chip-maker told The Washington Post that car

company executives were telling him: “You’re killing me.

You need to make more.”

But semiconductor factories have limited capacity, and

building new factories takes massive investment and often

several years. Chip-makers also have incentive to focus their

efforts on smartphone and tablet chips rather than on the

older technology used in cars which has lower profit

margins.

Why can’t chip manufacturers just increase output to

meet demand?

In short, a perfect storm of problems has hit the

semiconductor industry. Much of the world’s supply of

computer chips comes from Taiwan, and most are made by

the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company

(TSMC), which has been dealt a double whammy.

Compounding the pandemic trouble is the trade war

between the US and China. US chip firm Xilinx has had to
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Silicon wafers being transported in clean rooms at the GlobalFoundries 

semiconductor plant in Germany [Liesa Johannssen-Koppitz/Bloomberg via 

Getty Images]
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suspend some sales to Chinese consumer electronics

company Huawei after then-President Donald Trump put

Huawei on a trade blacklist over national security fears.

China is now working on building up its own production of

chips. The US is doing the same, and getting TSMC to

build a $12 billion chip factory on its own shores. Everyone

wants to be able to guarantee their own supply of chips,

and the current shortage has made it an even higher

priority.

As if that wasn’t enough, the weather is also against many

chip-makers. The manufacturing process requires lots of

water. TSMC makes chips for dozens of companies and

churns through 156,000 tonnes of water a day normally.

But there are serious droughts in Taiwan at the moment,

reservoirs are drying up and the firm is now bringing water

to the factory in trucks.

And there’s still more. A fire struck a chip factory in Japan

in October, while an unseasonably cold snap in Texas also

temporarily shut down plants there.

How will this affect me?

This is only an issue if you need to buy something that

includes a computer chip. Sadly, these days that means most

things with electrical components from cars to household

appliances.

Those who own shares in chip-makers will see a positive

effect, as the global shortages have seen many raise their

prices for chips and share prices have subsequently hit

record highs.

Which manufacturers are affected?

Car-makers like Ford, Toyota and Volkswagen have all

partially mothballed factories over recent months because

they can’t source the chips needed to produce their cars.

Sony hasn’t been able to put together as many PS5 games

consoles as it hoped, and Microsoft is cutting back

production of its Xbox Series X and Samsung is

considering delaying its Galaxy Note phone.

How long will it last?

Some analysts believe it will take up to a year for

manufacturing to get back on track, and then a further six

months for stock levels at various companies to reach

normal levels. US chip-maker Broadcom says 90 per cent

of its 2021 output is already spoken for.

Other data shows that the chip industry has been edging

closer to its full manufacturing capacity for some years now,

so in a way this could have been expected and there wasn’t

enough of a buffer in place to handle fluctuations in

demand. “Chip famines” have happened several times

before, often due to disasters, but also sometimes when

new technology requires updated factories.

In any case, factories are ramping up capacity now but this

will take time to have much of an effect. It can take 26

weeks to create a chip and there are more than 1000 steps

in making some products.

In February, US president Joe Biden signed an executive

order that will see $37 billion spent on bringing

manufacturing capacity to the US. Again, this will take time.
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Daily Quote

“The most difficult thing is the decision to act; the 

rest is merely tenacity.” 

--Amelia Earhart

Feb. 2, 2017

TODAY’S TOP NEWS

Monde Nissin Corp. has set the final price of its maiden

offering to P13.50, around 23% lower than the P17.50 ceiling 

declared in its registration statement after receiving advisory

from its banking partners.

Monde Nissin sets IPO price at P13.50

Andrew L. Tan’s Megaworld Corp. increased its spending

budget this year by 29% to P36 billion from P27.9 billion in

actual capital expenditures (capex) in 2020 as it “realigns”

project plans with pandemic restrictions to cater to the

demand in the residential properties segment.

Megaworld allots P36B for targeted capex program

RFM Corp. recorded a 51% increase in its attributable net

income to P320 million in the first quarter due to sustained

topline growth in its milk, pasta, and flour brands. Total

sales for the January-March period rose 4% to P3.34 billion

from P3.22 billion year on year, the listed food and beverage

company said.

RFM profit up 51% as sales of brands increase

The Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corp. (PAGCOR)

is expecting to collect P7 billion in fresh revenue each year

from electronic cockfight betting, known as e-sabong,

assuming that eight operators start operations as scheduled.

PAGCOR sees P7B in add'l revenue from e-cockfights
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Higher expenses drag PLDT’s first-quarter income

PLDT, Inc. reported on Thursday an attributable net income

of P5.80 billion for the first three months of 2021, down

1.84% from P5.91 billion in the same period a year ago,

mainly due to higher expenses.
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The unemployment rate declined to 7.1 percent in March,

the lowest since the height of the enhanced community

quarantine in April 2020 which the government enforced to

prevent the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, the

Philippine Statistics Authority said Thursday.

March unemployment rate at 12-month low of 7.1%

Diversified conglomerate San Miguel Corp. saw its net

income soar by 1,471 percent in the first quarter to P17.17

billion from P1.1 billion in the same period last year on the

strong recovery of core units amid the pandemic.

San Miguel’s income soared 1,471% in first quarter

The Philippine peso recorded its strongest finish in nearly

three months after returning to the P47:$1 territory on

Thursday. In a comment, Union Bank of the Philippines

(UnionBank) chief economist Ruben Carlo Asuncion

attributed the peso performance with the latest jobs data

reported by the government.

Peso strengthens to nearly 3-month high

“Based on our records, we have around 7,500 names, and the

most common reason is dismissal. [But] let me clarify that

the information in the database is not limited to persons

disqualified to work in banks,” BSP Governor Benjamin

Diokno said during an online briefing on Thursday.

BSP bars 7,500 persons from working in banking

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) Governor Benjamin E.

Diokno said more banks are moving towards “cloud-based”

technology as digitalization continues to gain traction in the

industry.

30 Financial Institutions Now Bank On The Cloud

Sm Investments Corp., the listed conglomerate of the Sy

Group, reported a consolidated net income of P9.5 billion

from January to March, up five percent from last year.

Consolidated revenues, on the other hand, dropped by 13

percent to P96.9 billion.

SMIC earnings rise to P9.5 billion in Q1

The government needs to open up public transportation to

reduce the cost of mobility, especially in Metro Manila, as

economists yesterday warned inflation may shoot up to

seven percent within the year.

Inflation may surge to 7% as crude prices rise

The country remained in recession in the first quarter as the

resurgence of COVID cases and delayed vaccine rollout

prompted the government to reimpose strict lockdowns,

essentially putting a lid on economic recovery, top bank

economists said.

Philippines remains in recession in Q1

Port giant International Container Terminal Services, Inc.

(ICTSI) opened 2021 in a high note after global trade

resumed with the easing of quarantines, benefiting its

logistics business.

Trade resumption as lockdowns eased on ICTSI in Q1

Tycoon Manuel V. Pangilinan is retiring next month as

president and chief executive of telco giant PLDT Inc. In a

report by Shyla Francisco of TV5, Pangilinan, 74, was

quoted as saying during an online briefing on Thursday: “I

will retire as president and CEO (of) PLDT and pass the

baton over to Al Panlilio.”

MVP to retire as PLDT president, CEO in June
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SINGAPORE-BASED fintech Validus has attracted over

S$50 million from London-based institutional asset manager

Fasanara Capital to boost small and medium-sized enterprise 

(SME) lending for underserved and unbanked SMEs in

Singapore.

Fasanara Capital to invest S$50m in Validus

[SINGAPORE] Technology startup investor Vickers

Venture Partners has been caught up in the allegedly

fraudulent nickel trading scheme of a Singaporean

businessman and his Envy Global Trading, prompting a

review by the city-state's monetary authority.

US$953m Singaporean fund ensnared by nickel fraud

[BEIJING] Budweiser Brewing APAC will step up

promotion of premium beer brands including Hoegaarden

and Corona and expand non-beer offerings, betting a rising

middle class will boost demand for higher-end products, its

chief executive said on Thursday.

Budweiser APAC to boost premium, non-beer offerings

NINTENDO's earnings beat estimates after hit games such

as Monster Hunter Rise propped up sales of the Switch, but

warned that global chip shortages may disrupt production of

its marquee device.

Nintendo warns chip crunch may hit Switch

ESR-Reit is looking to raise about $150 million via a private

placement and preferential offering to fund its $119.2

million acquisition of a Tanjong Penjuru logistics facility, as

well as asset enhancement initiatives for properties in Tai

Seng and Ang Mo Kio.

ESR-Reit to raise $150m as it acquires Sg, Aus assets

An investor group led by US merchant bank GSV's chief

executive officer Michael Moe has entered into exclusive

negotiations to acquire business news and information

publisher Forbes Media for about US$650 million (S$867.9

million), a person familiar with the matter said on

Wednesday (May 5).

Investor group in talks to acquire Forbes for $650m

Dassault Aviation (AVMD.PA) launched a new long-range

"flying penthouse" on Thursday in a bid to challenge rivals

serving the ultra-wealthy and heads of state at the top end of

the luxury jet market.

Dassault launches 10X 'flying penthouse' jet

TODAY’S TOP ASIAN NEWS

Australia's competition regulator said on Thursday (May 6)

it proposed to deny authorisation for a joint business

agreement between Qantas Airways and Japan Airlines

(JAL) covering flights between Australia, New Zealand and

Japan.

Competition watchdog proposes to deny Qantas-JAL

For decades, each generation of computer chips got faster

and more power-efficient because their most basic building

blocks, called transistors, got smaller. The pace of those

improvements has slowed, but International Business

Machines (IBM) on Thursday said that silicon has at least

one more generational advance in store.

IBM unveils chip technology for faster computing

TODAY’S TOP GLOBAL NEWS

Crypto ether rises to new record high over $3,600

Ether , the world's second-largest cryptocurrency after

bitcoin , on Thursday extended a breakaway rally to a new

record high of $3,616.10, gathering momentum as investors

diverted focus from its main rival.
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